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                 off meeting from the Natural History Museum  
             (NHM,UIO).NHM´s focus is on the genesis of raw   
         Materials which is translated into exploration  
strategies applicable by the mineral and mining 
industry. Committed to global pegmatite research NHM 
also hosted the International Symposium of Granitic 
Pegmatites in 2017 and will held the QUARTZ2021 
conference in June 2021. Coordinated by Prof. Axel 
Müller, NHM, GREENPEG Partners will develop 
exploration tools “Made in Europe” to unlock Li, Si, Be, 
Ta, REE and feldspar to feed the global energy transition.  
 

‘The instrumental testing using the  
piezoelectric properties of quartz, the major  

mineral and a commodity in pegmatites,  
for exploration turned out to be very 

promising’  Marco Brönner, NGU, Head of the 
Geophysical Exploration Division 

 
And the first GREENPEG success stories are there: The 
Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) and German IFU 
GmbH revealed that the NYF pegmatite deposits in 
Tysfjord, Northern Norway, have an unexpected high 
gamma ray signal, which easily distinguishes the ore 
bodies from their geological surroundings.   
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Norway is exceptional: operating one out of 
only five mines for high purity quartz in the world, key 
source to advanced technologies such as in optics and 
fibre, semiconductors, solar technology, crucibles. With 
an annual turnover of NOK 11,6 billion and an export of 
NOK 5,0 billion in 20191), the Norwegian raw materials 
production rank in the top of European raw materials 
supply. And there is much more to discover: such as 
REE, Be and Ta, captured in buried pegmatites, the 
hidden sources for feeding the energy transition. 
Tracing back to the Kongsberg School of Mines, founded 
in 1757, and the establishment of the first Raw Material 
Laboratory in Europe in 1917 by Victor M. Goldschmidt, 
Norway became an experienced Research hub on raw 
materials and reliable partner in international projects, 
The latest flag ship project on raw materials originated 
in Norway is the GREENPEG project. Coinciding with the 
5th edition of the European Raw Materials Week, the 
GREENPEG project started with the Virtual Regional kick 

https://www.geologi.no/konferanser/andre-konferanser/item/909-peg2017
https://www.geologi.no/konferanser/andre-konferanser/item/909-peg2017
https://www.nhm.uio.no/english/research/events/conferences/quartz2020/
https://www.nhm.uio.no/english/research/events/conferences/quartz2020/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

New 'Mineral strategy 
for Northern Norway'  
According to Ola Overby from the Direktoratet for 
Mineral Forvaltning (DMF), the main bottlenecks of the 
raw materials sector in Norway is that it takes about 10 
to 15 years from exploration to exploitation stage. Too 
much time and a major reason for the decrease in the 
number of exploration projects in 2019.  
 

”The regulation for the sustainable material 
exploration and extraction in Norway  

balances several intersecting societal 
considerations, including cultural heritage, 

the environment and other business 
activities” Ola Overby, Direktoratet for 

Mineral Forvaltning 
 
The new ´Mineral Strategy of Northern Norway´ 
promises to shorten this time and the county councils 
in Nordland, Troms and Finnmark have already 
adopted the new 'Mineral strategy for Northern 
Norway' as a proper approach to achieve shorter and 
more predictable planning and licensing processes of 
raw material projects by engaging in the same way 
with a wide range of interested parties from the 
beginning. Anita Hall, Secretary General of the 
Association for the Norwegian mineral industry, 
regards the Strategy in line with the organisation´s 
approach to work with the communities, government 
and other stakeholders to improve a better 
understanding of their needs’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Learn more about the Mineral Resources in Northern  
Norway here * See Norway´s Strategy for the Mineral 
Industry here * Get familiar with the Mineral Strategy 
of Northern Norway here (in Norwegian only) 
 
 

Photos:  
Section (4mx3m) of the Quartz-Feldspar Pegmatatite at 
Jennyhaugen, Northern Norway. GREENPEG coordinator Axel 
Müller explaining the Tysfjord pegmatite province, Northern 
Norway. Spodumene crystals from a Finnish LCT pegmatite  mined 
by Keliber Oy at Kokkola. Size: 4cmx6cm.     (Source: GKZ)  
 
 
 

GREENPEG at a glance 
Many of the raw materials for green energy production can be sourced from lithium-caesium-
tantalum (LCT) and niobium-yttrium-fluorine (NYF) pegmatites. Being relatively common in 
Europe, pegmatite deposits have the size and grade to especially attract small mining operations. 
GREENPEG aims at reducing exploration costs and impact on environment by developing two 
innovative and competitive toolsets, including: three new instrumental techniques and devices 
(piezoelectric sensor, helicopter-complementary nose stinger magnetometer, drone-borne 
hyperspectral imaging system), two new datasets and work flows for prospect scale (<50 km²) 
and district scale (50-500 km²) exploration. Validation will be ensured from industry-led trials at 
locations in Norway, Austria, Ireland, Finland, Portugal and Spain testing different surface 
environments, morphology and geological settings.  

• GREENPEG will feed the EU raw materials data base in support of responsible and secure 
sourcing and attracting investments.  

• GREENPEG aims to reverse the exploration projects downwards trend in Norway by 
reducing the costs to carry out the Environmental and Social Impact Assessments 
(ESIA), reduce CO2 emissions by reducing helicopter flying hours. 

 
 
 
 GTK interested in GREENPEG results 

Aside Norway, also Finland hosts a number of LCT 
pegmatites. The Geological Survey of Finland (GTK) 
and GREENPEG agreed for collaboration and GTK 
offered one more demonstration site to verify the 
project research findings before technical upscaling. 
 

”There is an urgent need for exploration 
technology projects such as GREENPEG” 

Perttu Mikkola, Head of Exploration Division. 
 

Good reason to go to Finland by summer 2021 for the 
first GREENPEG Think Tank Meeting visiting the 
Somero-Tammela region, north of Espoo. From 56 
known REE pegmatites at least 9 contain Li minerals. 
More about Finnish pegmatite occurrences here.   
 

http://geologi.no/images/NJG_articles/NJG_Vol95_No3_4_Intro.pdf
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/3fe548d142cd496ebb7230a54e71ae1a/strategyforthemineralindustry_2013.pdf
https://geo365.no/bergindustri/enes-om-mineralstrategi/
http://tupa.gtk.fi/julkaisu/tutkimusraportti/tr_207_pages_012_014.pdf
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The big paradigm shift 
Europe under 
exploration by Wolfgang Reimer, GKZ  
Securing sustainable supply of raw materials from EU 
sources is a second pillar of the raw materials 
initiative, published on 2 February 2011. The 
Commission proposed targeted measures to promote 
investment in extractive industries in Europe such as 
exchange of best practise, guidelines on extraction, 
study national minerals policy indicators showing how 
the legislation impacts on the performance of the 
extractive sector, establish a knowledge base and, by 
far the most important: research and innovation.  
With its ambitious grant programme HORIZON 2020 the 
European Commission considered for the very first 
time raw materials a societal challenge, side by side 
with climate action, clean and efficient energy, health, 
just to name a few. Several hundreds of millions of 
Euros have been spend so far. Little money compared 
to the subsidies other sectors receive but sufficient to 
have funded a number of small mines.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, faced with an increasing deindustrialisation, 
disruptive supply chains, which became apparent far 
before  COVID  19,  and  taking  into  account, that raw  

materials were neglected for a long time in EC policy 
making, the initiative must be stated as a paradigm 
shift. Especially the small-scale mining promises to 
rapidly foster raw materials supply from domestic 
resources based on private entrepreneurship not only 
of global but also regional players. Therefore, SME are 
the principle target group of most of the actions 
addressing research and commercialisation of the 
research results.  
GREENPEG is such project with a strong participation of 
SME type mining companies, such Austrian European 
Lithium, Irish Blackstairs Lithium Ltd. and the 
Portuguese FELMICA. Two of them are mine developers 
in an advanced stage and one operates pegmatite 
mining with the aim to enlarge its business portfolio. 
Nevertheless, it is also the Geological Surveys of the EU 
members states who have a key role to elevate data in 
order to attract private investment. With the Norwegian 
Geological Survey and the partnerships with the 
Finnish Geological Survey and the Irish Geological 
Survey GREENPEG project also includes these 
important end-users into the project. 

Photos: Partner of GREENPEG Consortium at Jennyhaugen, Northern 
Norway; the European Unions´ flag; Drone borne sensors in the field 
at Tysfjord pegmatite province, Norway.                  Source: GKZ, IfU 

Read in NEWSLETTER April 2021: 
o Insights of GREENPEG field work in Austria, Norway and Portugal 
o The role and advances of the European geological surveys in exploring the 

EU mineral wealth 
o Environmental Impact Assessment in exploration – the cost-efficient way 
o GREENPEG and the Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada (PDAC) 

2021 Convention 
 

http://www.greenpeg.eu/
mailto:contact@greenpeg.eu
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52011DC0025&locale=en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52011DC0025&locale=en

